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### 一、字/詞彙測驗：第01至第15題，每題選出最適合的一個選項。（每題1.75分，合計26.25分）

1. When the family decided to open a restaurant, they had to find a/an ______ that would attract business.
   (A) location (B) address (C) replace (D) direction

2. We expect that more than 500 students will _____ the night outing held at Danshui Fisherman’s Wharf.
   (A) depart (B) attend (C) arrive (D) submit

3. Jacques and Louisa will only _____ purchasing appliances that come with a money-back guarantee.
   (A) compare (B) compete (C) consider (D) construct

4. You cannot _____ learning how to use the new software as it will be needed in daily operations from now on.
   (A) assume (B) evaluate (C) modify (D) avoid

5. The _____ of the program depends on the active participation of everyone.
   (A) success (B) successful (C) successive (D) succeed

6. What is the company’s policy on _____ for part-time workers?
   (A) blankets (B) batteries (C) benefits (D) battles

7. Because you are a valued and hard-working employee, we are _____ you to director of the department.
   (A) promoting (B) punishing (C) purchasing (D) pressuring

8. Lois compared the sweaters carefully to determine which was a better _____.
   (A) obstacle (B) brochure (C) bargain (D) behavior

9. Your X-rays will have your name and ID number printed on them, so we can easily _____ them as yours.
   (A) identify (B) reverse (C) entertain (D) relieve

10. Do you like to read magazines about celebrity _____?
    (A) gobble (B) gossip (C) goggle (D) gamble

11. Computer technology has brought about a _____ in the workplace. Now employees all around the country do all or part of their jobs from home.
    (A) destination (B) comprehension (C) transaction (D) revolution

12. The waitress said there weren’t any tables open, but she would call my name once one became _____.
    (A) available (B) comfortable (C) definite (D) flexible
13. Both mothers and fathers play important roles in ______ children.
   (A) arising     (B) rising       (C) nising       (D) risking

14. Police have found an important ______ about the murder.
   (A) clue    (B) rule     (C) glue      (D) flue

15. Financial consultants help ______ and corporations make wise investment decisions.
   (A) ingredients    (B) individuals     (C) initiatives     (D) incidents

二、綜合測驗：第 16 至 35 題，每題選出最適合的一個選項。（每題 2 分，合計 40 分）

16. Jane and her husband have made three movies ______ 1997.
   (A) on     (B) for      (C) to       (D) since

17. Ms. Davis got really upset and left ______ saying goodbye.
   (A) by     (B) with      (C) for      (D) without

18. If your purchase is not satisfactory in any way, you may take it ______ to the store for a complete refund.
   (A) up     (B) back      (C) off      (D) out

19. The office manager finally figured ______ why the new software wasn’t working properly.
   (A) out     (B) in       (C) with     (D) about

20. We are almost out ______ paper for the photocopier. Would you please order some more?
   (A) at     (B) on       (C) to      (D) of

21. We look forward ______ seeing you again in the next month’s conference.
   (A) on     (B) to      (C) for      (D) towards

22. The flight was canceled ______ engine problems.
   (A) due to     (B) because   (C) since   (D) although

23. The boy ______ mother left was crying.
   (A) who   (B) that     (C) whose   (D) when

24. ______ Mr. Black married Jean last month is still a secret.
   (A) That    (B) Which   (C) It   (D) x

25. Do you know ______ they have spoken to the director?
   (A) how many    (B) who   (C) which   (D) whether

26. There were two students ______ a lot of noise.
   (A) making     (B) made   (C) to make     (D) makes

27. If you ______ your reservation 48 hours in advance, you will not be billed.
   (A) will cancel     (B) cancel   (C) are canceling     (D) to cancel

28. Not being able to answer such simple questions ______ quite embarrassing.
   (A) to be     (B) being       (C) was     (D) were

29. ______ alcohol could also lead to late night eating.
   (A) Drink     (B) Drinking   (C) Drank    (D) Drinks
30. Ben likes jogging, and so ______ Nancy.
   (A) likes       (B) is       (C) does       (D) do

31. ______ in 1983, Cadence has since become one of the largest makers of chip design software, partly through a string of acquisitions.
   (A) Found     (B) Founded     (C) Finding     (D) Having found

32. I’m going back to the restaurant ______ I’ve lost my purse.
   (A) which     (B) where      (C) in where    (D) that

33. Our office manager was so ______ by the speed of the delivery that she decided to order from the supplier again.
   (A) impress     (B) impressing     (C) impressed    (D) impression

34. Telephone conversations can be scary for anyone if spoken in a language that is still being ______.
   (A) learned    (B) learning     (C) to learn     (D) learn

35. Men tend to enjoy flipping through channels ______ women tend to stick to just one.
   (A) when    (B) while     (C) which      (D) why

三、文意測驗: 第 36 至 50 題，每題一個空格，請依文意選出最適當的一個選項。 (每題 2.25 分，合計 33.75 分)

36-40 題

Please Note

The Happy Valley City Library will be closed on January 1, 2011. The library will close ______ 36 ______ 11:00 p.m. on December 31 and will not reopen again ______ 37 ______ 8:00 a.m. of the morning of January 2.

We apologize to our regular patrons for any ______ 38 ______ caused by the closure.

In any case, those wishing to ______ 39 ______ books during this period will still be able to do so. Patrons should simply use the drop-off slots ______ 40 ______ the entrance to the library.

Thank you.

Happy Valley City Library

36. (A) on       (B) at       (C) in       (D) when
37. (A) until     (B) by      (C) for      (D) to
38. (A) comfort    (B) inconvenience  (C) disrespect    (D) atmosphere
39. (A) purchase    (B) confirm  (C) refund    (D) return
40. (A) next      (B) close    (C) beside    (D) besides
41-45 鼓
Mumbai is a fascinating chaos. The streets are _41_ with everything that moves—vehicles, people, and even cows. At night, the city glitters as lovers stroll. Night markets come _42_ with noisy vendors and fried snacks. Mumbai is an experience of everything life has to offer!
Mumbai’s food is also colorful and spicy. Fish dishes with coconut are standard favorites. The most famous local dish is Bombay duck, _43_ is actually salty fish in a curry. Snacks like small fried bread with chutney and a fried patty _44_ potatoes in round bread also hit the spot.
Although Mumbai is a young city _45_ India’s long history, there are many historical sites to visit. By the end of your trip, you’ll see that Mumbai is everything—rich and poor, elaborate and plain. It’s all aspects of life mixed together.

41. (A) full     (B) fed      (C) filled      (D) flew
42. (A) live     (B) lively     (C) living      (D) alive
43. (A) which     (B) that      (C) it       (D) however
44. (A) making of   (B) made of     (C) doing in     (D) done in
45. (A) compared to  (B) associated with (C) depending on (D) let alone

46-50 鼓
When The Earth Quakes
The intensity of an earthquake is determined by a measure called the Richter scale. An earthquake measuring 4.0 is considered _minor_, causing little, if any, harm. One measuring 8.0 is more than one thousand times as powerful and can do immense damage. Another measure of the destructive power of an earthquake is the number of lives lost. One of the greatest natural disasters in history was the earthquake that struck China in 1556, killing almost a million people.
Earthquakes do the greatest damage in urban areas where people are concentrated. The San Francisco earthquake of 1906 measured 8.3 and killed 450 people; in 1964, Alaska, which is more sparsely settled, also experienced an earthquake measuring 8.3, but there were fewer than 200 deaths.
Scientists who investigate the causes of earthquakes are called seismologists. They have learned a great deal about these frightening occurrences. But unfortunately, we still do not know enough about earthquakes to be able to predict accurately when one will occur. We do, however, make sure that today’s buildings and bridges are strong enough to stand up to them. That is one reason why the 1989 San Francisco earthquake, which measured 6.9 on the Richter scale, took so few lives.
When the earthquake strikes, most people might flee to the nearest open space. Experts tell us, however, that if you are in a modern building, it is probably safer to stay inside. Look for shelter under a sturdy table or in a doorway.
46. What do seismologists do?
(A) They report damages done by earthquakes.
(B) They help people flee to open space when earthquakes strike.
(C) They investigate the causes of earthquakes.
(D) They build buildings and bridges sturdy enough to withstand earthquakes.

47. What is the meaning of minor as it is used in the narrative?
(A) small in size    (B) serious    (C) terrible    (D) strong

48. In what kind of areas is an earthquake likely to do the least damage?
(A) urban areas
(B) open areas with fewer people
(C) cities with many old and flimsy buildings
(D) places where people are more concentrated

49. An earthquake measuring 8.0 _______________________.
(A) is considered minor
(B) usually causes little harm
(C) is about four times as powerful as one measuring 4.0
(D) is more than 1000 times as powerful as one measuring 4.0

50. The 1989 San Francisco earthquake _______________________
(A) measured 8.3 on the Richter scale
(B) caused little harm because it was predicted well in advance
(C) claimed about 450 lives
(D) didn’t take as many lives because of stronger buildings